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Brenn Falls

By: O. Mergenthaller

On Sunday, the morning of April the 24th, 

the busy trade town of Brenn fell to the enemy.  A 

column of men in black and gold had skirted the 

forests between Crossroads and Ilveresh, managing 

to move by unscathed, and they formed up outside 

the southern gate of the town, still closed from the 

night watch.  

The guardsmen on the walls were anxious 

but not unduly worried - the enemy force arrayed 

before them wasn't strong enough to capture the 

town or break down a defended gate. It was then 

that the enemy sprung their next surprise:  a pair of 

foul black wyverns alighted upon the gatehouse, 

scattering the men standing there, and disgorged 

men from their backs to attack the gatehouse from 

within.  

They had the gate open within minutes, 

and the Mayor, just arriving on the scene, ordered 

his men to surrender rather than face the monsters 

and the men now flooding into the town.  Within 

hours, the enemy flag flew over the walls.  

Allowen Besieged

By: Jon Webb

Not long after the final spring thaw, the 

enemy surged out of captured Yardsmuth, 

attempted to storm across the bridge, and encircle 

Allowen before the defenders were prepared.  They 

almost succeeded, if not for the timely intervention 

of the Sir Krieghund Silvarson (sp?) and his men at 

arms, who led forth a contingent of the town watch 

to hold the bridge as long as possible. 

For the better part of an hour, Sir 

Krieghund and his bowmen slowed the enemy 

advance to a crawl, but in the end, they could not 

contend with the flight of wyverns that came to 

support the enemy advance.  Sir Krieghund and his 

men were forced to concede the bridge and retreat 

within the walls, but their efforts bought time for 

most of the young women and children to be 

evacuated from the city, to flee towards Sorvan.  

The South Turns

By: Jed Smithe

The days are grim in Autruche, and hold 

little hope for the future of the Princedom.  The 

south of Autruche, from a mere few hours walk 

south of Crossroads, is set to turn to the enemies of 

the Prince.  Trappers selling winter furs in Pelain 

reported that the usually pleasant and happy 

villagers were closed and guarded, and that 

overheard conversations in the village made it clear 

why:  Pelain had been convinced to support the 

forces of the 'Lord of Shadows' against those of the 

Prince.  

Similar news from the verdant farming 

community of Fennor, the site of a rebellion 

against the Baroness Felicity four years ago.  The 

men of Gray Company, stationed here by Sir 

Nolan Northaus to protect the citizenry from any 

possible retribution by the then-baroness, woke to 

find themselves disarmed and expelled from the 

town walls with nothing but their clothing and 

shoes.  

The small villages and farmsteads that 

abound in the area all seem to be following suit.  It 

is even rumored that Grey Haven, a small town 

just inside the border of the Kingdom, and no more 
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than a day north of Wyndover, has raised the 

Shadow's banner.  

Tarn Destroyed

By: Adam Chandler

The great port city of Tarn, in the 

Kingdom, has been destroyed.  Details as to just 

what happened are scarce, but witnesses claim that 

an attack fell on the city just before dawn several 

weeks ago - from the center of the city.  

The enemy apparently boiled up from 

beneath the city, and the Lord Mayor ordered the 

city watch to evacuate the citizenry away from the 

fighting.  It is this quick thinking that is all that 

saved most of the citizens from certain death, as 

two days after the fighting began, there was a 

brilliant flash of light from one of the Five Towers 

and, in the next moment, the city was gone with a 

deafening crash of thunder.  

The Lord Mayor and the City Watch and 

Militia were killed almost to a man - everyone 

within the walls vanished when the city did.  

Thankfully, most of the citizens were without the 

walls or already fleeing for South Bay and 

Harwick, but there wasn't time for anyone to make 

sure that everyone got away.  

Some eye witnesses report seeing many 

ships sailing out of the harbor on the second day of 

fighting, but no one knows where they were going, 

if they were controlled by their crews or the 

enemy, or what might have befell them.  

Would be thief meets his doom in the night?

By: Stone Albrick

In the small village of Barrleyhops just 

north of Red Poole, there was a late night surprise.  

It appears that a would-be thief of the night was 

beaten to death and left at the doorstep of the very 

commoners that he meant to steal from.

I aint never saw notin likes it; said John D 

Farmer the commoner whom runs these fields.  It 

was one auhf dose nights that twas black as the ink 

them nobells types use to write with.  Den mah 

woman calls to me, John deer, I think one of our 

international harvesters, bein hes originally from 

the Kingdom and all, is sleeping on our porch.  

Turns out Ford, which is whaut we calls im on a 

count we gots to many Whites, was naut sleepin, e 

was bein dead an all.  Skeerd the bewillys out me 

iffan you knows whaut I’s mean.  Tooks me an dah 

woman half a candle justa get the nerve to roll im 

off the porch.

Nexst day I be lookin im over fore the law 

arrived and I found grain jammed in is clothes.  

Turns out e was a thief.  Whaut gets stranger is 

dere was an arrauh stickins out is back.  An naut no 

any ol arruah but a Kroweest arrauh.  I knows 

cause I done seen one when we be about fighten 

with em when day called me up tah dah front.  Sees 

dem Kroweest Orcs always die dier arrauhs green 

and paint em with 4 black strips follahed by 1 

horizontal one at the end.  And dis one ere was one 

of dem.  Raised dah hair from mah feet to me neck 

when I be seenin that dem Orcs was this far north 

an all.  Naut be sure what day want but dah law 

man round ere didnah go believin an ol type like 

me.

So there you have it.  An Orc tribe that 

was reported to be part of the front lines of the 
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Lord of Storms left their mark on the front porch 

of John D Farmer in the center of the Princedom 

with the death of Ford Saukville an international 

harvester from the Kingdom of Narrdmyre.  How 

did they get this far north undetected?  Why are 

they here?  Why are they killing a would be thief 

of the night?  Too many unanswered questions but 

one thing is for sure, they are here amongst us.

Besieged on All Sides

By: Arn the Wanderer

With the Principality being overrun by 

these fanatics in Black and Gold, the small folk 

seem to be flocking to their banner, and 

abandoning their loyalty to those Nobles and 

Knights who were meant to be their would-be 

lieges and protectors.  With town after town 

raising the banner of Black and Gold, the martial 

power of the peerage is yet to be seen.  Before you 

raise your voice, Yes, I know there are small 

pockets of resistance here and there, but overall this 

is effective as trying to patch the hull of a ship with 

your finger.  

These “Shadow People” seem to have the 

gates thrown open for them as they arrive at the 

soon to be conquered towns, and make use of 

wyverns whenever necessary.  If I weren’t a longer 

lived fellow than most, I would pay my taxes to 

these folks as easily as the Nobles.  Unfortunately, 

it looks like I will have to keep my hood up and 

pulled low over my face, and watch my own back.  

CLASSIFIEDS

Wanted: A middle-aged Halfling woman with a 

peg-leg.  Purpose: To Cook!  See Grumsh in 

Wyndover

Wanted: Lore of All Types! Lore of old and new 

wanted, preferably in written form.  Written works 

preferred, but oral lores accepted as well. Price to be 

determined after the information has been 

discovered and authenticated.  Leave all inquiries 

for Nethir, formerly of Grey Haven, at the Tavern 

in Crossroads.

Missing: Large orange tabby with white paws and 

brownish stripes on neck and back..  Answers to 

Sasha, but not often.  Last seen in Lazoa family 

barn.  Old Man Lazoa is an unfriendly drunk, with 

a rusty pitchfork.  If found, please bring to Darla in 

Crossroads for tea and mudpie rewards.  Thank 

you.

Selling: Masonry stones for curtain walls.  Bulk 

discount.  Some fire damage.  Contact Yorgan of 

Wyndover at the Blue Bottle Inn

Out of Character Section

By Craig Jarvis

Sign-outs

Starting in January 2011, the deadline for turning in 

your GM Sign-out and Item Creation Forms will 
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be 15 days after the end of each event.  The GM 

Staff members need the time between day 16 and 

the start of the following event to email responses, 

write modules, print tags, and brief NPCs.  

Anyone that does not submit a GM Sign-out is 

assumed to spend a quiet couple of weeks in or near 

Ilvaresh.

Player Banks

Players may make one withdrawal from and one 

deposit to their Player Bank every event.  

Eligible players may also make one withdrawal 

from and one deposit to group or unit funds every 

event.

Enchanting Materials

Raw materials for enchantment-grade and demi-

enchantment grade items can no longer be 

purchased in Town.  This includes enchantment-

grade steel, silver, and gold.

Many thanks to our contributing writers

Craig Jarvis

Travis Hamill

Tim Schafer

Fred Sher

Joseph Lang

Feedback

If you have any questions, comments or concerns, 

please visit www.kanar.org and participate in the 

discussion on the Forums, or email the Board 

members and Staff listed on the Contacts page.  

We are available 24 hours a month, 7 month a year 

to help you with your KGE-related problems.
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